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Our Plan for a Better Cornwall 

After four years of indecision and incompetence from the Liberal Democrats 

and Independents, our county risks falling behind.  

 

These years of mismanagement, incompetence and inaction must stop and 

our plan for a better Cornwall will ensure that it does.  

 

Our Plan for a Better Cornwall will:  
 

Ensure that every resident gets value for money. 
We believe that the most important person in Cornwall is you, the taxpayer. 

But rather than focusing on ensuring that taxpayers are getting value for 

money from the services that they deserve, for the last four years we have 

seen financial mismanagement.  

 

That is why we will act. We will ensure that no more of your money is wasted 

on unworkable traffic schemes, over-optimistic bids for glory projects and 

lavish new offices. We will take decisions that will improve the efficiency of 

the Council by ensuring that more of the decisions and planning are done as 

locally as possible by our City, Town and Parish Councils or by neighbouring 

Councils working together.  

 

Ensure that residents get the care they need. 
We want to improve Adult Social Care in Cornwall so that we are caring for all 

those that are vulnerable. The council will receive over £40 million from the 

Government’s Better Care Fund and are levying the social care precept so 

that £146 million will be available by 2019/20 to spend on social care – we 

need to make best use of this money so we can provide the elderly and 

vulnerable with the support they need.  

 

That is why we will act. We will restructure how adult care is provided and 

test the efficiency of care by providing impromptu checks on services 

throughout the county.  

 

Deliver better local infrastructure. 
At the moment, the relationship between the Council and companies that 

provide our local infrastructure is not good enough. Despite many of our road 

schemes being delayed and not up to standard, costing us millions, the 

Liberal Democrats and Independents continue to allow Cormac Solutions a 

free rein on contracts.  

 

That is why we will act. We will carry out a full structural review of the value 

for money of our road repairs, transport and highways provision. We will 

ensure greater transparency and build a better relationship with the 

companies that provide our local infrastructure. To ensure that residents get 

the services that they deserve, we will consult closely with local councils and 

councillors to fix local problems.  
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